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LATTICE RELAXATION AND CHARGE-TRANSFER OPTICALTRANSITIONS DUE TO SELF-TRAPPED HOLESIN NONSTOICHIOMETRIC LaMnO3 CRYSTALN. N. Kovaleva ab*, J. L. Gavartin b, A. L. Shluger b, A. V. Boris a, A. M. Stoneham ba Institute of Solid State Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, Russiab University College LondonLondon WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom Max-Plank-Institut für Festkörperforshung70569, Stuttgart, GermanySubmitted 12 April 2001We explore the role of eletroni and ioni polarization energies in the physis of the �olossal� magnetoresistive(CMR) materials. We use the Mott�Littleton approah to evaluate polarization energies in the LaMnO3 lattieassoiated with holes loalized on both the Mn3+ ation and O2� anion. The full (eletroni and ioni) lattierelaxation energy for a hole loalized at the O site is estimated as 2.4 eV, whih is appreiably greater than thatof 0.8 eV for a hole loalized at the Mn site, indiating a strong eletron�phonon interation in the former ase.The ioni relaxation around the loalized holes di�ers for the anion and ation holes. The relaxation assoiatedwith Mn4+ is approximately isotropi, whereas ioni displaements around O� holes show axial symmetry withthe axis direted towards the apial oxygens. Using the Born�Haber yle, we examine thermal and optialenergies of the hole formation assoiated with the eletron ionization from Mn3+, O2�, and La3+ ions in theLaMnO3 lattie. For these alulations, we derive a phenomenologial value for the seond eletron a�nityof oxygen in the LaMnO3 lattie by mathing the optial energies of the La4+ and O� hole formation withmaxima of binding energies in the experimental photoemission spetra. The alulated thermal energies preditthat the eletroni hole is marginally more stable in the Mn4+ state in the LaMnO3 host lattie, but the energyof a hole in the O� state is only higher by a small amount, 0.75 eV, suggesting that both possibilities shouldbe treated seriously. We examine the energies of a number of fundamental optial transitions, as well as thoseinvolving self-trapped holes of Mn4+ and O� in the LaMnO3 lattie. The reasonable agreement of our preditedenergies, linewidths, and osillator strengths with experimental data leads us to plausible assignments of theoptial bands observed. We dedue that the optial band near 5 eV is assoiated with the O(2p)�Mn(3d)transition of a harge-transfer harater, whereas the band near 2.3 eV is rather assoiated with the preseneof Mn4+ and/or O� self-trapped holes in the nonstoihiometri LaMnO3 ompound.PACS: 75.30.Vn, 71.55.Ht, 78.40.Ha1. INTRODUCTIONThe striking behavior of the �olossal� magnetore-sistive (CMR) oxides of R1�xAxMnO3 (where R standsfor trivalent rare-earth ions and A for divalent alkaline-earth ions, and 0:2 � x � 0:5) arises from the in-terplay of several distint energy terms: magneti in-*E-mail: nkovalev�issp.a.ru

terations, eletroni band struture energies, rystal�eld splittings, vibrational energies, and the eletron�lattie oupling, inluding small polaron ideas and theJahn�Teller (JT) e�et. Understanding this behaviorhas been helped very greatly by the use of models tomap the various regimes of behavior [1℄. The experi-mental evidene [2℄ suggests that manganites are dopedharge-transfer insulators having O(2p) holes ratherthan Mn3+ (3d) eletrons as the urrent arriers. How-210



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Lattie Relaxation and Charge-Transfer Optial Transitions : : :ever, whether holes reside at O and/or Mn sites is stillthe subjet of ontroversy. Some of the models of po-larization and vibration in CMR systems make majorapproximations, suh as a single vibrational frequeny(Einstein model) or rigid, unpolarizable ions. Thesesimpli�ations are known to give seriously inadequateresults, both quantitatively and qualitatively. For ex-ample, for the harge transfer transitions of the zinvaany enter V� in ZnSe, optial spetrosopy [3℄ al-lows one to obtain the key relaxation and tunnelling en-ergies. But in the simple one-frequeny rigid-ion model,these values are inonsistent with the observed hargeloalization on a single Se neighbor to the vaany [4℄.However, the onsisteny and good agreement with ex-periment are restored in the general model at the har-moni and dipole approximation level, namely the shellmodel. Important properties of the shell model [5, 6℄onsist, �rst, in properly separating the ioni and ele-troni polarizations, suh that phonons are well pre-dited and polarization at the atomi sale is well repro-dued, and seond, in reognizing that the loal envi-ronment a�ets the polarizability of ions through short-range repulsive fores. As a result, the shell modelprovides an adequate framework for understanding en-ergies dominated by polarization and distortion. Suhenergies inlude those desribing small polarons [3�5℄and optial harge transfer transitions (as onsideredfor MgO [7℄ and V� enters in ZnSe [4℄). The shellmodel has also been extensively used in studies of de-fet energetis and nonstoihiometry in oxides [8℄. Itsonsiderable quantitative suess arises largely beauseit provides suh an aurate desription of the largepolarization energies.It is helpful to reognize the orders of magnitude ofthe several energy terms for CMR oxides. Obviously,a small energy does not mean that the partiular en-ergy is unimportant, but a small value often means thatvery simple ideas for those terms are su�ient in exam-ining phenomena dominated by large energies. Typialmagnitudes are as follows.CMR instability energy of an eletron in an exter-nal �eld of 10 T : : : : : :: : :: : :: : :: : : 0.001 eV (� �BgH).Magneti exhange (from kTN , with TN being theNeel temperature) : : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : : 0.01 eV.Energy of the nonubi strutural deformation ofthe LaMnO3 ell : : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :� 0:4 eV.Jahn�Teller energy (from the largest known JTenergies) : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :� 0:4 eV.Crystal-�eld splitting energies (from data on manysystems) : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :1 eV typial.

Polarization energies (net harge�e) : : : 5 to 10 eV.Free-ion ionization potentials : : :: : :: : :: : :tens of eV.Madelung energies (fully ioni models): : :tens of eV.In this paper, we mainly onsider the polarizationenergies, for whih the large energy terms are dom-inant. We only disuss the JT and rystal �eld en-ergies in simple terms, although we remark that one-frequeny models of the JT e�et also lead to inonsis-tenies.We apply the shell model alulations to look speif-ially at energies assoiated with the loalized holes ofMn4+ and O� in a nonstoihiometri or slightly doped�parent� LaMnO3 ompound. Using this model, weaddress some of the issues in physis of CMR systemsfor whih the polarization energies are ruial. First,we alulate the eletroni and ioni polarization en-ergies due to holes loalized on Mn3+ and O2� ions inorder to estimate the key polaron energies and examinethe ontroversial question whether holes reside at Mnor O sites in the LaMnO3 lattie. Seond, we estimatethe energies of the main harge transfer transitions in-luding Mn4+ and O� speies, whih determine spei�transport properties of doped CMR materials. We an-alyze their ontribution to the optial ondutivity inthe nonstoihiometri LaMnO3 rystal and make theassignment of bands in the optial ondutivity spe-trum more lear-ut.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LaMnO3 SYSTEMAND THE SHELL MODELAPPROXIMATIONMany of the CMR materials are hole-doped systemsof perovskite manganites of the form La1�xAxMnO3.Their properties are intimately related to those of the�parent� ompound (x = 0). Below TN � 140 K,LaMnO3 is an A-type antiferromagnet in whih theMnO2 ferromagneti layers are staked along the  axiswith alternating spin diretions. The struture of theperovskite manganites an be learly understood start-ing from the simple ubi perovskite struture (Pm3m).The idealized ubi struture of LaMnO3 featuring ahain of the orner-sharing MnO6 otahedra is pre-sented in Fig. 1. The Mn3+ ion with the 3d4 eletronion�guration is known to exhibit a large JT e�et inother systems [9℄. Therefore, it is natural to assumethat the JT instability of the Mn3+ ion an ontributeto an orthorhombi distortion of the perovskite stru-ture of the Pnma symmetry in the LaMnO3 rystal.The orthorhombi struture an be obtained from theubi perovskite struture by two onsequent and o-211 14*
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Fig. 1. The idealized ubi perovskite struture(Pm3m) of the LaMnO3 rystal. The orthorhombiPnma struture an be obtained by two onsequentrotations of the MnO6 otahedra around the [010℄ and[101℄ diretionsordinated rotations of the MnO6 otahedra around the[010℄ and [101℄ diretions, as shown in Fig. 1. Anotherpossible ontribution to the observed distortion fromthe ubi symmetry in LaMnO3 ould be attributedto an atomi size mismath: the sum of the Mn�Olayer ioni radii, rMn + rO, does not math that ofthe La�O layer, (rLa + rO)=p2, in the right way fora stable ubi struture. The size mismath e�et isknown to be a ommon reason for distortions in di�er-ent perovskite oxides. Our shell model alulations per-formed for the LaMnO3 Pnma struture indiate thatthe orthorhombi distortions experimentally observedat low temperatures ould not be simply aused by thelattie mismath e�et (whih, in priniple, must beproperly desribed in the framework of the shell modelapproximation), but are aused by the both e�ets,with a omparative ontribution of the JT e�et. Somespeial e�orts should be undertaken to empirially a-ount for the JT e�et in the framework of the shellmodel. We perform the shell model alulations forthe ubi perovskite struture (Fig. 1). This approx-imation seems to be mostly relevant to the nonmag-neti quasi-ubi perovskite struture of the LaMnO3rystal experimentally observed at high temperaturesT � 400 K > TN � 140 K. We suggest that our mod-eling of the ubi perovskite struture provides a rea-

sonable model beause we are mainly interested in es-timating the key polarization energies assoiated withpolaron-type harge arriers in the high-temperatureinsulating quasi-ubi phase of the CMR latties.We model the LaMnO3 system using methodsbased on the shell model and the Mott�Littleton ap-proah that have been suessfully applied to study-ing the properties of a wide range of oxides (inlud-ing transition metal oxides), halides, and other sys-tems [10, 11℄. The alulations are performed usingthe GULP ode [12℄. In the shell model [5℄, the lat-tie is onsidered as an assembly of polarizable ions,represented by massive point ores and massless shellsoupled by isotropi harmoni fores. The interationpotential inludes ontributions of the Coulomb, po-larization, and short-range interations. We adopt afully ioni model (with the formal harges of ions inthe LaMnO3 lattie, La3+, Mn3+, and O2�). This isless restritive than one might think beause a parallelovalent desription is possible [13℄. The sum of theore and shell harges is equal to the formal harge ofthe ion in the lattie. The ore and shell harges andthe spring onstant of eah ion are parameters of themodel. The eletroni polarization of the ions is repre-sented by the displaement of their shells relative to theores in the dipole approximation. The lattie distor-tion is simulated by the ore displaements from theirlattie site positions.In our model, ations are treated as unpolariz-able and the short-range interations between relativelysmall ations (ore�ore interations) are ignored. Theshort-range potentials used for the shell�shell (oxygen�oxygen) and ore�shell (metal�oxygen) interations areof the Bukingham form,Vij = Aij exp�� r�ij�� Cijr6 : (1)The parameters of both repulsive and attrativeomponents of the Bukingham potential for the shell�shell (O2��O2�) interations used in this work are ob-tained in Ref. [14℄ and presented in Table 1(a). TheBukingham parameters for the ore�shell Mn3+�O2�and La3+�O2� interations were �tted in this workusing the experimental data inluding the lattie pa-rameter, the stati and high-frequeny dieletri on-stants, and the frequenies of the transverse optial(TO) phonons in the LaMnO3 rystal [15℄. The diele-tri onstants are espeially important if one wishes topredit polarization energies aurately. We have notfound an experimental value of the stati dieletri on-stant of LaMnO3 in the literature. We are grateful toT. Arima and Y. Tokura [16℄ for sending us the experi-212



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Lattie Relaxation and Charge-Transfer Optial Transitions : : :Table 1. Potential parameters for short-range interations in LaMnO3 (Pm3m): (a) elaborated in the present work;(b) from Islam et al. [17℄; () from Grimes [20℄ for Mn3+ and Mn4+ di�erent valene states; rutoff = 20 ÅA, eV �, Å C, eV�Å�6 Y , jej k, eV�Å�2(a) La3+�O2� 1516.3 0.3639 0.00Mn3+�O2� 1235.9 0.31525 0.00O2��O2� 22764.3 0.1490 20.37 �2:48 16.8(b) La3+�O2� 1516.3 0.3525 0.00Mn3+�O2� 1235.9 0.3281 0.00O2��O2� 22764.3 0.1490 43.00() La3+�O2� 2088.79 0.3460 23.25Mn3+�O2� 922.83 0.3389 0.00Mn4+�O2� 1386.14 0.3140 0.00O2��O2� 9547.96 0.2192 32.00 �2:04 6.3mental data on the re�etivity spetra of LaMnO3 mea-sured at room temperature and reported in Ref. [15℄. Inthe present work, the experimental value of the statidieletri onstant �0 � 18� 2 was derived from thesedata by the Kramers�Kronig analysis and was furtherused in the �tting proedure. The parameters �ttedfor LaMnO3 (Pm3m) in Ref. [17℄ (see Table 1(b)) wereused as the starting values for the ore�shell La3+�O2�and Mn3+�O2� short-range interation potentials. Theoxygen shell harge was taken as�2:48jej and the shell�ore spring onstant k was hosen to give the orretvalue of the stati dieletri onstant �0.The �nal values of our shell model parameters arepresented in Table 1(a). The alulated and exper-imental properties of LaMnO3 (Pm3m) are summa-rized in Table 2. One an see that both sets of pa-rameters (Table 1(a, b)) give lose values for the lat-tie parameter and ohesive energy, however at thesame time, our parameters give results that are loseto the stati and high-frequeny dieletri onstants.The value of the stati dieletri onstant alulatedwith the parameters given in Ref. [17℄ is muh higherthan that derived from the experimental re�etivityspetra. Our model also agrees well with the exper-imental values of the transverse optial phonon ener-gies [15℄. The phonon bands obtained in our alula-tions orrelate well with those observed with higher os-illator strengths. In partiular, the predited phononenergies agree well for the La-external mode (!TO1),Mn�O�Mn bending mode (!TO2) and Mn�O streth-ing mode (!TO3) for the quasi-ubi perovskite stru-ture of the strongly doped perovskite manganite system

La0:67Ca0:33MnO3 [18, 19℄.We have also tested another set of short-range pairpotentials that are di�erent for the Mn ion in di�erentvalene states Mn2+, Mn3+, and Mn4+. The potentialswere obtained by �tting the equilibrium strutures ofseveral oxide ompounds, suh as MnO, LaMnO3, andCa2MnO4 [20℄. We tested pair potentials for Mn4+ andMn3+ from this set, presented in Table 1(). These pa-rameters also give good results (see the set of values() in Table 2) for the lattie parameter and dieletrionstants, but are less suessful in prediting the opti-al phonon frequenies. As we show below, both theseand our parameters give similar values for the alu-lated properties of polarons in these rystals, therebyvalidating the orretness of the shell model approah.We then apply the shell model parameters to esti-mate key defet energies using the well-known Mott�Littleton method (see Ref. [11℄ for a more detailed de-sription). It is based on the onept that the totalenergy of the rystal lattie ontaining a defet is mini-mized by relaxation of the ions surrounding the defet,and this relaxation fairly rapidly dereases at distanesaway from the defet. In these alulations, the rystalis divided into three regions: an inner spherial regionI, ontaining the defet and its immediate surround-ings, an intermediate �nite region II, whih is reatedto properly link region I, and an outer in�nite regionIII, whih responds as a dieletri ontinuum. Finite re-gions I and II are embedded in in�nite region III. Thetypial radii of regions I and II used in our alulationswere 10 and 25Å, respetively. We onsidered an ele-troni hole loated in the enter of region I, whih is213



N. N. Kovaleva, J. L. Gavartin, A. L. Shluger et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002Table 2. Crystal properties of LaMnO3 (Pm3m) alulated using the shell model potentials (Table 1) and omparedwith experimental dataLattie Cohesive �0 �1 !TO1 , !TO2 , !TO3 ,onst. a0, Å energy Elat, eV m�1 m�1 m�1Exp. 3.889 18 � 2 [15℄ 4.9 [15℄ 172 [15℄ 360 [15℄ 560 [15℄Cal. (a) 3.889 �140:52 15.6 4.9 172 308 513Cal. (b) 3.904 �139:12 56.17 � � � �Cal. () 3.906 �139:58 14.1 4.6 156 252 368the most perturbed. The displaements of ores andshells in this region are alulated expliitly. In inter-mediate region II, the ions are also treated within theshell model, but their displaements and polarizationsare derived from the dieletri ontinuum approxima-tion. The system total energy is minimized (the presetauray was 0.01 eV) with respet to the positions ofall ores and shells in regions I and II in the potentialprodued by polarized region III.The Mott�Littletone method is espeially valuableto estimate key polaron energies beause the long-rangepolarization �elds are treated properly; many othermethods (suh as luster methods or periodi ell meth-ods) treat these signi�ant terms badly.3. ELECTRONIC HOLES IN LaMnO33.1. Relaxation energies of the loalized holesin LaMnO3We study possible hole loalization (self-trapping)on Mn3+ and O2� ions in a slightly hole-doped ornonstoihiometri LaMnO3 rystal. Theoretial pre-ditions of the eletron harge arrier self-trapping inthe ideal lattie are based on alulations of the so-alled self-trapping energy [10℄, whih is the di�erenebetween the loalization and relaxation energies. The�rst of these terms is basially an inrease in the hole(eletron) kineti energy due to its loalization on a�nite number of lattie sites from a ompletely delo-alized state. The seond is the energy gain due tothe lattie polarization by the loalized harge. Theyrepresent a very deliate balane of large terms that inmany ases di�er by 0.1 eV only. The alulation ofthe loalization energy, espeially in omplex rystals,is the most di�ult part of the study of the eletronharge arrier self-trapping [10℄ and requires aurateeletroni struture alulations beyond the sope ofthis work. Our aim is rather to ompare the relaxation

energies for the hole loalization in two di�erent sublat-ties of the same rystal. These energies are indiativeof the strength of the eletron�phonon interation, andtheir di�erene an suggest whether there are majordi�erenes in hole trapping in one of the sublatties.The hole formation proess an be generally seenas the ionization of the in-rystal ion with an eletronbeing taken out of the rystal and put on the vauumlevel. The energy required in this proess (the holeformation energy E�h for � = Mn, O, La) is the workdone against the in-rystal ioni ore potential, I�, andthe rystalline eletrostati potential, U�M , less than theenergy gain due to the lattie polarization e�ets, R�:E�h = I� + U�M +R�: (2)To assess the extent of the lattie perturbation by thehole loalization and alulate the hole relaxation en-ergy, it is useful to distinguish the �eletroni� and�ioni� terms in the polarization energy. The �rstterm, whih we all R�opt, is due to the �eletroni�polarization of ions by the momentarily loalized hole,whih in our method is represented by the displae-ments of shells with respet to the ores that are �xedat their perfet rystal positions. This term takes thelattie response on, e.g., the Frank�Condon photoion-ization into aount. The lattie distortion term due todisplaements of ores and related adjustment of shellsafter the omplete lattie relaxation, denoted as �R�th,is the di�erene between the full polarization energyR� and R�opt, �R�th = R� �R�opt: (3)It represents the hole relaxation energy. If this energyexeeds the loalization energy, i.e., the kineti energyrise due to the omplete hole loalization on this site,214



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Lattie Relaxation and Charge-Transfer Optial Transitions : : :one an then talk about the hole being self-trapped onthis site. Given this assumption, Eq. (2) takes the formE�h = I� + U�M +R�opt +�R�th: (4)The shell model Mott�Littleton alulations give theumulative energy of the seond and third terms, S�opt,or of the last three terms, S�th, in Eq. (4) dependingon whether both shells and ores or shells only wereallowed to relax. It is sensible, however, to evaluatethese terms separately. This an be rigorously doneby independently alulating the on-site eletrostatipotential U�M within the periodi model and using thede�nition introdued by Eq. (3). The values of S�optand S�th and the alulated terms U�M , R�opt, and �R�thare summarized in Table 3.It follows from the alulations that there is a largedi�erene in the lattie relaxation energies for the O�and Mn4+ holes. The lattie relaxation energy ��R�thaused by the hole loalization at the O site (2.38 eV)appears to be signi�antly larger than that for the holeloalized at the Mn site (0.83 eV), as shown in Ta-ble 3(a). This indiates a strong eletron�phonon in-teration in the ase of the hole loalized at the O siteand ould suggest that the hole trapping is more prefer-ential in the oxygen sublattie. However, the width ofthe Mn(3d) subband in the density of states, whih de-termines the hole loalization energy, is muh narrowerthan that of the O(2p) related subband [21℄. Withouta muh fuller eletroni struture alulation of the lo-alization energy, it is therefore impossible to draw any�nal onlusion as to in whih sublattie the holes ouldbe loalized.One experimental test ould involve the analysis ofloal vibrations due to the hole loalization. It an befailitated by the qualitative di�erene in the lattierelaxation around the two enters that is learly seenin Figs. 2 and 3. The ompletely relaxed on�gurationof the ions surrounding the Mn4+ eletroni hole defet(see Fig. 2) orresponds to the positions of ores in re-gion I that have appreiable displaements (more thanor equal to 0.004Å) from their perfet lattie sites. Theores of the six nearest neighbor oxygen ions are sym-metrially displaed by about 0.1Å towards the Mn4+ion arrying the hole. The rest of the lattie relax-ation omprises small displaements of the Mn and Laions (about 0.01 and 0.004Å, respetively) out fromthe Mn4+ hole enter.By ontrast, the ioni relaxation around the O�hole enter has the axial symmetry, with the largestlattie displaements of the nearby Mn ions (about0.21Å) along the axis away from the O� hole enter(see Fig. 3). These displaements ause the next two

Fig. 2. The ore displaements (more than or equal to0.004 Å) of the ions surrounding the Mn4+ eletronihole defet after the omplete relaxation of ores andshells in the LaMnO3 lattie

Fig. 3. The ore displaements (more than or equal to0.03 Å) of the ions surrounding the O� eletroni holedefet after the omplete relaxation of ores and shellsin the LaMnO3 lattie215



N. N. Kovaleva, J. L. Gavartin, A. L. Shluger et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002Table 3. Formation and polarization energies for loalized holes in LaMnO3: (a) for the pair potentials explored in thiswork; () for the pair potentials from Grimes [20℄ (Table 1) for Mn3+ and Mn4+ di�erent valene states�-hole E�h;opt E�h;th I� (E�IV) S�opt S�th U�M R�opt �R�th E�PES(a) Mn4+ 2.56 1.73 47.41 (51.20) �44:85 �45:68 �38:3 �6:55 �0:83 1.2O� 4.86 2.48 �13:91 18.77 16.39 22.1 �3:33 �2:38 3.5La4+ 18.36 17.63 49.45 (49.45) �31:09 �31:82 �27:4 �3:68 �0:73 17.0() Mn4+ 2.62 1.95 46.83 (51.20) �44:27 �44:94 �38:1 �6:17 �0:67 1.2O� 4.92 2.52 �13:82 18.74 16.34 22.0 �3:26 �2:40 3.5La4+ 18.42 17.84 49.45 (49.45) �31:03 �31:61 �27:4 �3:63 �0:58 17.0apial oxygen ions along the axis to move away fromthe O� hole enter by about 0.1Å. The equatorial oxy-gen ions in the otahedron relax towards the hole enterby about 0.03Å. In-plane La ions also show appreia-ble displaements away from the O� hole enter. Thequalitative di�erene in the symmetry of the lattie re-laxation around the two enters implies the di�erene inthe loal vibrational modes, whih an be used for ex-perimentally probing the hole loalization in LaMnO3.3.2. Photoemission spetra and in-rystalionization potentials in LaMnO3. Formationenergies of the loalized holes in the LaMnO3rystalTo evaluate the hole formation energy, we need toestimate the values of the unknown in-rystal ioniza-tion energies I�. We suggest estimating the ionizationpotentials from the experimental photoemission spe-trosopy (PES) data, whih an be diretly related toour alulations. In priniple, PES at di�erent exita-tion energies probes bonding states as well as nonbond-ing states. The latter, being ion-in-rystal-like, an berelated to the Frank�Condon energies obtained in ouralulations. In order to juxtapose experimental andalulated values, we must also take into aount thatthe PES binding energy EPES is measured with respetto the Fermi energy level EF of the sample. Therefore,we write I� + U�M +R�opt = E�PES +EF : (5)In the PES spetra of LaMnO3, there are two mainphotoemission bands around 3.5 and 6 eV binding en-ergies at T = 100, 200 K for the HeI (h� = 21:2 eV)and HeII (h� = 40:8 eV) photon energies for whihthe O(2p) photoionization ross-setion is dominant[22℄. The main maximum at 3.5 eV has been prima-rily assigned to the O(2p) nonbonding states, whereas

the seond maximum is assigned to the Mn(3d)�O(2p)bonding states and the derease of the O(2p) hara-ter orrelates with the derease of the Mn(3d)�O(2p)hybridization strength. For higher energies with theHeII PES study, the �Mn(3d)=�O(2p) ross-setion ra-tio inreases and a feature near 2.7 eV appears [22℄.At high photon energies 500 eV and T = 280 K, theband at 3.5 eV is not learly evident, but the band at2.7 eV beomes dominant over the band at 6 eV, whihstands for the maximum ontribution of Mn(3d) 3t2gstates at the binding energy of 2.7 eV [23℄. The rystal�eld splitting between the Mn(3d) 3t2g and eg states inLaMnO3 has been estimated from the PES study to beabout �CF � 1:5 eV [23℄. The peak at 17 eV has beenassigned to the La(5p) states [23℄.Thus, in aordane with the dominant ontribu-tions to the PES spetra of LaMnO3 [22, 23℄, we as-sign the values EOPES � 3:5 eV, ELaPES � 17:0 eV, andEMnPES � 1:2 eV, suggesting that the Mn hole formationproess is assoiated with the eletron photoionizationfrom the eg level. These maxima in the PES spetraorrelate well with the maxima in the density of statesfor the O(2p) and Mn(3d) eg valene bands in LaMnO3alulated within the loal spin density approximation(LSDA) [21℄. The orresponding shemati represen-tation of the band struture in aordane with theassigned maxima of binding energies in the PES spe-tra [22, 23℄ in the sale of energies related to the rystalFermi level EF is shown in Fig. 4. The gap in the egeletron band opened at EF due to the lattie distor-tion (the JT e�et and/or lattie mismath e�et) isshown in aordane with the PES rystal �eld split-ting data [23℄. The relevant eletron exitations fromthe Mn(3d) eg , O(2p), and La(5p) valene band levelsare shematially shown by arrows. The orrespondingPES energies E�PES are summarized in Table 3.Having assigned the E�PES energies, we now pro-216
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Fig. 4. A shemati representation of the valene band struture of the LaMnO3 rystal, showing binding energies [22, 23℄with respet to the rystal Fermi level EF . The proesses of the optial eletron exitation from the Mn(3d) eg, O(2p),and La(5p) valene bands to the vauum level are shown by arrows. These optial exitation energies an be ompared withexperimental PES data [22, 23℄ and with the alulated values of optial energies Eopt, for the Mn4+, O�, and La4+ holeformation (Table 3)eed with the evaluation of the hole formation energiesE�h . We �rst obtain the rystal Fermi energy usingEq. (5) and data for the La ion. We assume that theeletroni density of the losed-shell La3+ ion is not sig-ni�antly deformed by the rystalline �eld, and the in-rystal ionization energy ILa an therefore be plausiblyestimated by the fourth standard ionization potentialEIV of a free La atom [24℄, presented in Table 3. Thisapproximation is onsistent with the full ioni hargesadopted in our shell model parameterization. We notethat the above approximation of a free ation is shownto be reliable only for losed-shell ations. This givesEF � 1:36 eV for the Fermi energy of the LaMnO3rystal.The situation is more ompliated for manganeseand oxygen. The Mn3+ ion has a nonlosed 3d shellwith four eletrons in it, and we therefore expet thein-rystal ionization energy IMn to be di�erent from thefourth ionization potential of a free Mn atom. Beausethe O2� ion is only stabilized by the rystalline �eld, ithas a negative ionization potential that annot be de-�ned in a nonspeulative way. Using the Mn(3d) andO(2p) related maxima in the PES spetra, E�PES , andthe obtained value EF � 1:36 eV, we an now estimatethe e�etive ionization energies I� for manganese andoxygen in the LaMnO3 rystal from Eq. (5). Thesevalues are presented in Table 3, with the free metalionization potentials [24℄ given in brakets for om-parison. The O2� in-rystal ionization potential IO(negative eletron a�nity of O�) is then estimated tobe �13:91 eV. The absolute value of this potential iswithin the limits of O� eletron a�nities alulated formany oxide ompounds in Ref. [25℄ using the embeddedluster ab-initio method. Those alulations predited

10.6 eV for MgO and 12.9 eV for ThO2. Taking thesemiempirial nature of our alulations into aount,we �nd this agreement quite good.The optial and thermal energies of the hole forma-tion, E�h;opt and E�h;th, are alulated using these e�e-tive values of the in-rystal ionization energies in aor-dane with Eq. (4) and presented in Table 3. Takingthe rystal �eld splitting e�et into aount, we havefound that the eletroni hole is marginally more stableat the Mn site than at the O site in the LaMnO3 lattie,but the energy di�erene between the thermal energiesof the hole formation, E�h;th, is too small (0.75 eV). Thisresult rather suggests that both possibilities should betreated seriously. That is, providing the balane be-tween the loalization and relaxation energies favorsthe possibilities for the hole self-trapping at the Mnand O sites, the eletroni hole in LaMnO3 is likely tobe loalized on the manganese, or on both the oxygenanion and the transition metal ation, rather than onthe oxygen ion alone.To assess the auray of the alulated energies ofthe hole formation and lattie relaxation, we need todisuss the following issue related to the pair poten-tials used in these alulations. The energies presentedin Table 3(a) were obtained using the pair potentialslisted in Table 1(a). To verify the robustness of ourresults, we repeated the same alulations using thepotentials in [20℄, whih give lose values for the diele-tri onstants in LaMnO3 (see Table 2()), but werespeially optimized to treat di�erent Mn3+ and Mn4+harge states. The alulated values of formation andpolarization energies for the loalized holes Mn4+, O�,and La4+ and the energies dedued in Eq. (4) usingthese pair potentials are presented in Table 3(). These217



N. N. Kovaleva, J. L. Gavartin, A. L. Shluger et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002alulations demonstrate that the hole relaxation en-ergy of Mn4+ is dereased by 0.16 eV if we aountfor the hange in the short-range potentials aused bythe hange of the Mn harge state. Comparing withour results, we an see good oinidene for the similarvalues and for the thermal and optial energies of holeformation.4. OPTICAL CHARGE TRANSFERTRANSITIONS IN LaMnO3Polaroni-type eletron harge arriers mostly de-termine spei� transport properties of CMR materi-als in their high-temperature insulating paramagnetiphase, whih are always assoiated with photo-induedharge transfer transitions. In hole-doped systems ofperovskite manganites R1�xAxMnO3, the most im-portant harge transfer transitions assoiated with lo-alized harge arriers are apparently those involvingMn4+ and O� self-trapped holes. In this setion, usingthe derived values of the in-rystal ionization energies,we alulate energies of the main harge transfer tran-sitions suggesting that holes ould be loalized at theMn or O sites. We analyze the ontribution of theseharge transfer transitions to the experimental opti-al ondutivity in nonstoihiometri or slightly hole-doped LaMnO3 rystals to make the assignment of thebands in the optial ondutivity spetrum more lear-ut and to verify our shell model approah. We nowproeed with a brief analysis of the optial ondutivityspetra.4.1. Analysis of the optial ondutivityspetra in LaMnO3The room-temperature optial ondutivity spe-trum of LaMnO3 measured in [15℄ is shown by solidurve 1 in Fig. 5a in the spetral region 0 to 8 eV (re-produed from the original data with a permission ofArima and Tokura [15, 16℄). This spetrum is very sim-ilar to that measured by Okimoto et al. at T = 9K [26℄.It reveals the optial gap near 1.3 eV and inludes sev-eral broad absorption bands with maxima near 2.3, 5,and 9 eV. The gap is assumed to be of the harge trans-fer type [15℄. The �rst transition around 2.3 eV hasbeen suggested to be of the O(2p)�Mn(3d) harater.The band near 5 eV is thought to be due to the exita-tions to a higher lying Mn 3d eg antiparallel spin on-�guration, separated by a Hund's rule oupling energy.The wide band observed around 9 eV in the optialondutivity spetrum is assigned to the O(2p)�La(5d)interband optial transition [15℄.

The optial spetra measured in hole-doped man-ganese oxides show striking hanges over a wide pho-ton region (0 to 6 eV) as the temperature and dopingonentration hange. In the La1�xSrxMnO3 system,with inreasing doping onentration (x = 0 to 0.3,T = 9 K [26℄), the exitations around 2.3 and 5 eV shiftappreiably to lower energies. However, the prinipalhanges our in the low-energy mid-infrared spetralregion stemming from the �lling of the gap beauseof the hole doping. In the insulating paramagnetiphase of hole-doped manganites, there are two featureslearly observed in the experimental mid-infrared op-tial ondutivity, around 0.6 eV [18; 26℄ and around1.2�1.5 eV [27, 28℄. The optial band around 0.6 eVseems to be assoiated with polaroni-type harge ar-riers in doped CMR manganites, and the onsistentvalue of the ativation energy of about 0.15 eV wasmeasured for the hopping ondutivity in the adia-bati temperature limit [29, 30℄. The origin of thesefeatures is still a subjet of many ontroversial disus-sions. It is well known that the LaMnO3 rystal has astrongly distorted orthorhombi struture at low tem-peratures, whih in many works is asribed due to astrong eletron�phonon interation stemming from theJT e�et inherent for Mn3+ ion in the otahedral oxy-gen on�guration. In this ase, the eg bands split intotwo subbands separated by the JT energy EJT . Be-ause the on-site d�d transitions are dipole-forbidden,these mid-infrared peaks around 0.6 and 1.2�1.5 eVwere qualitatively explained as ourring beause of aneletron transition from an oupied site Mn3+ to anunoupied site Mn4+ and an adjaent oupied siteMn3+, respetively [1℄.In a reent theoretial study of the optial ondu-tivity spetra of 3d transition metal perovskites LaMO3(M = Ti�Cu) [31℄ using the loal spin density approx-imation method (LSDA + U), the authors estimatedthe role of lattie distortions in the band struturealulations and onluded that the JT strutural dis-tortions play a ruial role in opening the optial gapin the LaMnO3 Mn(3d) eg valene band. Consideringthe experimentally observed distorted struture of theLaMnO3 rystal, the diret gap in the LSDA study hasbeen estimated as appoximately 0.7 eV, whih is lessthan the observed optial gap (about 1.3 eV [15, 26℄).There are also some disrepanies observed at higherenergies between the experimental optial ondutivityin 3d transition metal perovskites LaMO3 and the al-ulated optial ondutivity onsidering ontributionsfrom the interband and intraband transitions for theperfet lattie [31℄, whih ompliates the assignmentof the optial bands. In addition, the ontribution from218
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Table 4. Parameters of the imaginary part �2 of thedieletri funtion [15, 16℄ represented by the sum ofLorentzian shaped bandsEi, eV i, eV �2pi, eV2 fi1.93 1.46 1.895 0.514.75 2.0 4.22 0.1879.07 5.1 12.75 0.155the orresponding lines in Fig. 5a, with more details atlow energies.4.2. Calulation of harge transfer transitionenergiesUsing the Born�Haber yle and the shell model,we an onsider both thermally assisted and optialharge transfer proesses. This an be illustrated for ahypothetial transformation of two ions X(m+1)+ andY(n�1)+ into Xm+ and Yn+ with an eletron trans-ferred from Y to X (or a hole from X to Y),X(m+1)+ +Y(n�1)+ ! Xm+ +Yn+: (7)There are two basi steps: 1) removing an eletron fromthe in-rystal Y(n�1)+ ion to in�nity, outside the rys-tal; 2) adding an eletron from the in�nity, outside therystal, to the in-rystal X(m+1)+ ion. The steps are219



N. N. Kovaleva, J. L. Gavartin, A. L. Shluger et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002standard within the shell model. Whether shells aloneor shells and ores are relaxed depends on whih tran-sition is being alulated. In the ase of a thermallyassisted hopping, the shell and ore positions are on-sidered to be fully relaxed in both harge states and thetransition energy is denoted by Eth. Comparison of thetwo harge states gives an additional indiation whihspeies are more stable. For optial transitions, theFrank�Condon approximation is used and the tran-sition energies Eopt are alulated on the assumptionthat only shells an relax (orresponding to the fulleletroni polarization), whereas the ores remain inthe positions orresponding to the initial state. Themajor ontributions into these energies ome from ion-ization energies IYn , IX(m+1); the Madelung and polar-ization terms, whose umulative energies for the de-fet on�guration orresponding to the harge transfertransition onsidered, S[Xm+;Yn+℄opt;th, result fromthe Mott�Littleton alulations (as in Eq. (4)). If theharge transfer inludes a loalized hole in thermalequilibrium in the initial state (the related values in theLaMnO3 lattie are presented as S�th in Table 3), theorresponding thermal energy S[X(m+1)+;Y(n�1)+℄thof the initial defet on�guration must be subtrated.Thus, the thermal and optial energies of the hargetransfer transitions an be alulated using the formu-lasEopt = IYn � IXm+1 + S[Xm+;Yn+℄opt �� S[X(m+1)+;Y(n�1)+℄th; (8)Eth = IYn � IXm+1 + S[Xm+;Yn+℄th �� S[X(m+1)+;Y(n�1)+℄th: (9)Evidently, there is some dependene on the separationof X and Y. The harge transfer optial transitions fornearest neighbors are likely to dominate and the rel-evant key ases have been alulated. If X and Y arethe same (symmetri), the ionization terms anel eahother, as for the intervalene harge transfer transitionMn4+ +Mn3+ ! Mn3+ +Mn4+:We here emphasize that the alulations of hargetransfer transitions between the metal Mn sublattieions are more reliable beause they do not depend onthe di�erene between the Madelung potentials of thetwo sublatties, nor on the phenomenologially deduedparameter of the O2� in-rystal ionization potential.The umulative thermal Sth and optial Sopt en-ergies following from the Mott�Littleton alulations

for the harge transfer transitions involving Mn4+and O� speies, and those haraterizing funda-mental eletroni transitions in the LaMnO3 lattie(e.g., the Mn(3d) gap transition, O(2p)�Mn(3d), andO(2p)�La(5d)) are presented in Table 5 by transitions1�3 and 4�6, respetively. To alulate the optial andthermal energies of the harge transfer transitions, weused a self-onsistent set of the ionization potentials(see Table 3(a)) derived by mathing the alulated op-tial energies of the hole formation with the photoemis-sion experimental energies and the standard ionizationpotentials for a free La atom. We must also estimatethe third in-rystal ionization potential of Mn, IMnIII .We suggest that it should be shifted in-rystal fromthe standard value for a free Mn atom (33.67 eV [24℄)by the same value as the fourth potential of Mn (fromthe standard value 51.2 eV), by subtrating the rystal�eld splitting e�et (�CF � 1:5 eV); we thus alulatein-rystalIMnIII = 33:67� (51:2� (47:41 +�CF =2)) = 30:63 eV:Taking the standard value ILaIII = 19:18 eV, the al-ulated optial energy of the fundamental transition ofthe harge transfer harater O(2p)�La(5d),Eopt = IO � ILaIII + S[La3+;O2�℄opt = 8:93 eV(see Table 5, transition No. 6) orrelates well with themaximum of the broad band in the �2 funtion near9.07 eV (urve 4 in Fig. 5b). This enouraging onsis-teny between the experimental and alulated energiesallows us to suggest that the earlier estimated in-rystalvalue IO = �13:91 eV provides a reasonable value inthis shell model alulation. We also alulated the op-tial energy of the fundamental transition of the hargetransfer harater O(2p)�Mn(3d),Eopt = IO � IMnIII + S[Mn3+;O2�℄opt = 5:61 eV(see Table 5, transition No. 5). We suggest that the rel-evant transition should orrelate with the broad optialband observed in the �2 funtion near 4.75 eV (urve 3in Fig. 5b). Our alulations therefore predit transi-tions whih appear to orrelate with the maxima of themajor broad-band features in the optial ondutivityspetrum. The alulated optial energy for the tran-sition between the Mn(3d) valene band and the upperHubbard Mn(3d) band is estimated to beEopt = IMnIV � IMnIII + S[Mn3+;Mn3+℄opt = 3:72 eV(see Table 5, transition No. 4), prediting a band gap ofthe Mott�Hubbard type in the LaMnO3 rystal. This220



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Lattie Relaxation and Charge-Transfer Optial Transitions : : :Table 5. Calulated optial (Eopt) and thermal (Eth) energies for the main harge transfer transitions in LaMnO3; Soptand Sth are resultant alulated values of the sum of defet energies for the orresponding harge transfer proessNo. Charge transfer transition Eopt, eV Exp., eV Eth, eV Sopt, eV Sth, eV1 Mn4+ + Mn3+ ! Mn3+ + Mn4+ 1.33 � 0.00 �44:35 �45:682 O� + Mn3+ ! O2� + Mn4+ 1.43 (2.29) 1.93 �0:75 (0.12) �43:50 �45:663 Mn4+ + O2� ! Mn3+ + O� 2.98 (2.12) 1.93 0.75 (�0:12) 18.62 16.394 2Mn3+ ! Mn4+ + Mn2+ 3.72 3.5 [27℄, 3.2 [32℄ 2.68 �13:06 �14:105 Mn3+ + O2� ! Mn2+ + O� 5.61 (4.75) 4.75 3.50 50.15 48.046 La3+ + O2� ! La2+ + O� 8.93 9.07 6.47 42.02 39.56Transitions Nos. 4, 5, and 6 are assoiated with the Mn(3d) gap, O(2p)�Mn(3d), and O(2p)�La(5d) transitions,respetively.value agrees well with the assigned transition experi-mentally observed near 3.5 eV in Nd0:7Sr0:3MnO3 [27℄and near 3.2 eV in La0:825Sr0:175MnO3 [32℄. A smallontribution to the experimental optial ondutivityan be observed around 3.7 eV in the LaMnO3 rys-tal, as shown by urve 5 in Fig. 5b resulting from ourdispersion analysis.Having assigned the fundamental eletroni transi-tions in the LaMnO3 rystal in aordane with the re-sults of our alulations, whih are also onsistent withthe onsideration in Ref. [27℄, we note that the assign-ment of the optial ondutivity band around 2.3 eVstill remains ontroversial. In the earlier study [15℄,this band was assoiated with the fundamental hargetransfer transition of the O(2p)�Mn(3d) eg harater,whereas the band at about 5 eV was assoiated by theauthors with the exitations to a higher lying Mn 3d egantiparallel spin on�guration, separated by the Hund'srule oupling energy. However, our results allow us toargue that an alternative interpretation of this transi-tion obtained in this work an be orret. We suggestthat the band at about 2.3 eV is rather assoiated withthe presene of Mn4+ and/or O� loalized holes in theLaMnO3 rystal, whih is known to exhibit a stronglynonstoihiometri behavior with respet to the oxygenontent, up to 0.1 in as-grown rystal.Indeed, if an optial band is assoiated with aharge transfer transition in a rystal lattie, its max-imum position h�max and the half-width �W areknown to be related by a simple formula in the high-temperature limit [33℄,h�max = �W 216kT ln 2 : (10)We an invoke this expression to verify the hargetransfer transition harater of the bands assoiated

with the photo-indued hopping ondutivity of the lo-alized harge arriers. Using this expression, the esti-mates for T = 300 K show a very enouraging onsis-teny between the half-width and the maximum energyof the �rst Lorentzian band (urve 2 in Fig. 5b, withthe parameters given in Table 4): from �W � 0:73 eV,we obtain h�max � 1:92 eV, whih mathes well themaximum position estimated to be near 1.93 eV fromthe dispersion analysis of the �2 funtion. This is on-sistent with the view that this transitions ould be ofthe harge transfer type, assoiated with the preseneof loalized eletroni harge arriers in the LaMnO3rystal lattie.The main ontributions to the optial ondutivityare then expeted from the following harge transfertransitions:1) the intervalene Mn3+/Mn4+ harge transfertransition,Mn4+ +Mn3+ ! Mn3+ +Mn4+;Eopt = S[Mn3+;Mn4+℄opt � SMnth = 1:33 eV;2) the transition of the O� self-trapped hole to aneighboring manganese ion,O� +Mn3+ ! O2� +Mn4+;Eopt = IMnIV � IO + S[O�;Mn3+℄opt � SOth = 1:43 eV;3) the transition of the Mn4+ self-trapped hole to aneighboring oxygen ion,Mn4+ +O2� ! Mn3+ +O�;Eopt = IO � IMnIV + S[O2�;Mn4+℄opt � SMnth = 2:98 eV(see transitions Nos. 1�3, respetively, in Table 5).221



N. N. Kovaleva, J. L. Gavartin, A. L. Shluger et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002Analyzing all alulated and experimental optialenergies given in Table 5, we an onlude that theagreement is muh better for the alulations not in-volving the in-rystal ionization potentials of man-ganese, IMnIII and IMnIV , or in the ase where their dif-ferene enters and the inauray due to these termsanels out. Relying on the orrelation between the al-ulated and experimental optial energies, we an tryto re�ne the values of IMnIII and IMnIV , whose in-rystaldetermination presents di�ulties due to a nonlosed3d shell of the Mn3+ ion. Indeed, expeting the al-ulated optial energy of the fundamental transition ofthe harge transfer harater O(2p)�Mn(3d),Eopt = IO � IMnIII + S[Mn3+;O2�℄opt == �13:91� 30:63+ 50:15 = 5:61 eV(see Table 5, transition No. 5) to be orrelated withthe broad optial band observed in the �2 funtion near4.75 eV (urve 3 in Fig. 5b), we an re�ne the third in-rystal ionization potential of manganese as (IMnIII )� == 31:49 eV and, orrespondingly, (IMnIV )� = 48:27 eV.Using these orreted values, we realulated the ener-gies of transitions Nos. 2 and 3 in Table 5 assoiatedwith the harge transfer transitions of O� and Mn4+self-trapped holes and obtained lose values of optialenergies, Eopt = 2.29 eV and Eopt = 2.12 eV, respe-tively. These orreted values for the optial hargetransfer transition energies are presented in braketsin Table 5 for transitions Nos. 2 and 3. We suggestthat these transitions, Mn4+ + O2� ! Mn3+ + O�and O� + Mn3+ ! O2� + Mn4+, assoiated with thehole transfer along the hain Mn4+�O2��Mn3+ ouldbe responsible for the band around 2.3 eV in the op-tial ondutivity spetrum (the related band in the�2 spetrum has the maximum energy 1.93 eV) of theas-grown nonstoihiometri LaMnO3 rystal. If theband is thus assigned, the net osillator strength ofthis band, fi = 0:51 (see Table 4) must depend onthe onentration of the loalized holes as fi = fCT =x,thereby providing an estimate of the osillator strengthfor the harge transfer transition, fCT . The typialvalue x � 0:1 for an as-grown LaMnO3 rystal gives anestimate for the osillator strength onsistent with thetransition of the harge transfer type.The negative value of the thermal energy,Eth = �0:75 eV, for transition No. 2 in Table 5indiates a more thermally stable state of the Mn4+hole ompared to the O� hole state, in aordane withour results for the thermal energies E�th of the holesformation (Table 3(a)) based on preliminary estimatesfor the fourth in-rystal ionization potential of the
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.00 Fig. 6. The experimental (solid line) �2 spetrum ofLa7=8Sr1=8MnO3 [28℄ (T = 300 K) approximated bythe Lorentzian shaped band (dashed line)manganese ion. Using the re�ned value IMnIV = 48:27 eVdedued from the omparison between the alulatedand experimental optial energies, we now derive therespetive thermal energies 0.12 and �0:12 eV fortransitions Nos. 2 and 3. This result reinfores ourarguments made above that the eletroni hole an bethermally stable on both the transition metal ationand the oxygen anion in the LaMnO3 rystal.In aordane with our shell model alulations,the intervalene harge transfer transition Mn4+ ++ Mn3+ ! Mn3+ + Mn4+ is predited to have theoptial energy Eopt = 1:33 eV (Table 5, transitionNo. 1); ompared with the energy of the optial gapin LaMnO3, it is not observable in an as-grown purerystal.Beause of the doping e�et, the optial spetra inCMR manganese oxides show striking hanges over awide photon region (0 to 6 eV). In the La1�xSrxMnO3system, with inreasing the doping onentration fromx = 0 to 0.3 at T = 9 K [26℄, the optial ondutivi-ty bands around 2.3 and 5 eV shift to lower energiesby more than 0.5 eV. We have analyzed the low-energy�2 funtion in a slightly doped La7=8Sr1=8MnO3 om-pound [28℄, and found it to be well desribed by theLorentzian urve with the maximum at 1.32 eV andthe half-width of 0.61 eV, as presented in Fig. 6. Weemphasize that the maximum position of this band andits half-width are also in a good orrelation with the for-mula desribing a transition of the harge transfer har-ater (see Eq. (10)): from �W � 0:61 eV, we obtainh�max � 1:34 eV, whih mathes well the maximum po-sition observed experimentally. It is reasonable to sug-gest that this band is of the same origin as the band at222



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Lattie Relaxation and Charge-Transfer Optial Transitions : : :�2 = 1:93 eV in the pure LaMnO3 ompound, assignedto transitions Nos. 2 and 3 in Table 5 and shifted byabout 0.5 eV to lower energies beause of the hole in-teration e�et in CMR systems. Using this line of rea-soning, we an also suggest that the 0.6 eV band [18; 26℄in the optial ondutivity of CMR ompounds is dueto the intervalene harge transfer transition Mn4+ ++ Mn3+ ! Mn3+ + Mn4+ and is assoiated with thephoto-indued hopping ondutivity of Mn4+ loalizedholes, with the onsistent value of hopping ondutivityativation energy of approximately 0.15 eV measured inthe adiabati temperature limit [29, 30℄.The results given are based on the shell model pa-rameters (Table 1(a)), whih were �tted to give goodvalues for both the dieletri onstants and the TOmodes. When we use the seond set of the shellmodel parameters, determined primarily using the ox-ide strutures MnO, LaMnO3, and Ca2MnO4 [20℄ (Ta-ble 1()), the resulting energies are very similar for thelow-energy optial harge transfer transition band near2.3 eV, but the predited energies are about 1.5 eVhigher for 5 eV optial band.5. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, we explore the role of eletroni andioni polarization energies in the physis of CMR ma-terials. In partiular, we examine energies assoiatedwith the loalized Mn4+ and O� holes in the lattieof the �parent� LaMnO3 ompound. Our alulationsare done for the idealized ubi perovskite LaMnO3struture, whih is relevant to the nonmagneti quasi-ubi perovskite struture experimentally observed athigh temperatures T � 400 K > TN � 140 K. To es-timate the polarization energy terms, we use a fullyioni shell model. The shell model parameters that wederive satisfy the equilibrium onditions for the quasi-ubi perovskite struture LaMnO3 and agree well withexperimental values of the stati and high-frequeny di-eletri onstants as well as the TO phonons.As a result of our shell model alulations, we �ndthat on one hand, there is a huge di�erene between thehole relaxation energies on the oxygen and manganesesites, whih indiates a strong eletron�phonon inter-ation in the ase of a hole loalized at the O site. Onthe other hand, the di�erene that we �nd between thethermal energies of the Mn4+ and O� holes is too small.This means that we must seriously onsider the possi-bility that the eletroni hole in LaMnO3 is loalizedon the manganese, or on both the oxygen anion andthe transition metal ation, rather than on the oxygen

ion alone. If so, this system would be similar to manyother transition metal oxides.Assuming that holes in the LaMnO3 rystal an lo-alize in either or in both the Mn and O sublatties,we estimate the main assoiated optial harge transfertransition energies, whih we relate to the experimen-tally observed optial ondutivity spetra. Applyingthe Mott�Littleton approah, we estimate the hargetransfer transition energies within the Born�Hyber y-le using the in-rystal ionization potentials for ions inthe LaMnO3 rystal obtained in our study of the ex-perimental photoemission spetra.Our analysis allows us to suggest a new interpre-tation of the main bands in the optial ondutiv-ity spetrum near 2.3 and 5 eV. We suggest that theband around 5 eV is assoiated with the fundamentalO(2p)�Mn(3d) transition of the harge transfer har-ater, whereas the band near 2.3 eV is rather assoi-ated with the presene of Mn4+ and/or O� self-trappedholes in the nonstoihiometri LaMnO3 ompound.To summarize, we believe that the results of thiswork demonstrate the appliability and usefulness ofthe shell model approah to preliminary modeling ofpolaron-related features in omplex oxides suh asCMR materials, and hope that they will stimulatefurther theoretial and experimental studies of theharater and properties of hole states in these mate-rials.The authors thank J. Gale for making availableGeneral Utility Lattie Program (GULP) used in thepresent alulations. We greatly appreiate Y. Tokuraand T. Arima for providing us with the original re-�etivity spetra in LaMnO3. We thank F. Mayr andoauthors for the permission to reprodue their experi-mental data. We would also like to thank W. C. Mak-rodt and A. Ionov for the useful information. We aregrateful to R. W. Grimes and D. J. Brad�eld for fruit-ful disussions and for making available to us one setof interatomi potentials. We are also grateful for theRoyal Soiety/NATO support of the visit to the Uni-versity College London of one of us (N. N. K.).REFERENCES1. A. J. Millis, R. Mueller, and B. I. Shraiman, Phys. Rev.B 54, 5405 (1996).2. H. L. Ju, H. C. Sohn, and Kannan M. Krishnan, Phys.Rev. Lett. 79, 3230 (1997).3. G. D. Watkins, Inst. Phys. Conf. Ser. 31, 95 (1977);K. M. Lee, Le Si Dang, and G. D. Watkins, Sol. St.223
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